Persistence and heterogeneity in habitat selection studies using radio telemetry.
Biologists attach radio transmitters to animals so that the animals' movements through their preferred habitats can be followed. To analyze the resulting sequences of visited habitat classes, McCracken, Manly, and Vander Heyden (1998, Journal of Agricultural, Biological, and Environmental Statistics 3(3), 268-279) proposed an independent multinomial selections (IMS) model. Two issues that arise when using this approach are: (i) serial dependence possibly affects measures of uncertainty; and (ii) individual animals from the population studied may exhibit heterogeneity in their selection patterns. We develop two single-parameter extensions of the IMS model to address these issues. A Markov chain model allows for persistence in the habitat class previously visited. Heterogeneity is modeled by assuming the population of animal selection patterns follows a Dirichlet distribution, from which the study animals are a random sample. We show that these persistence and heterogeneity characteristics are present in the study by McCracken et al. (1998) of bear movements. Simulations demonstrate that failure to account for persistence or heterogeneity when either is present can seriously misrepresent measures of uncertainty.